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April 18, 2015  Valerie Polichar
With just two tracks out, neutronic
neutronic, a Chester, UK-based
duo, is already establishing itself with a distinct sound —
downtempo electronica, elegantly linked vocals and soft
beats. Paul (native to the UK) and Iuliana (native to
Romania) explore the distinctions between their ranges,
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vocal timbres and accents against a chilled background.
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Their first single, “Closer,” speaks to the delicate balance of
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a relationship, flawed yet impassioned. “We are closer than
they could know,” they declare, an octave apart on the
same notes. The slow instrumental build from a minimalist
start peaks just before the end, lending emotional shape to
the piece.
But the carefully crafted pairing came about through bare
chance. In 2012, with a last-minute need for a female
vocalist on an original track, Paul heard from coworkers
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that Iuliana, another colleague, was a singer. Intrigued by
what her accent might add to the song, he invited her to
record without ever having heard her sing. Iuliana adds, “I
was surprised to be asked, but I wanted to give it a try. It
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was a very new exciting experience for me.”
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Encouraged by the success of that first joint project, Paul
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kept Iuliana in mind. He sent her demos — “about 20 in the
space of a year” — trying to find their mutual style overlap.
“We don’t always agree on what music we like,” Iuliana
says, “but when we do it turns out to be very productive.”
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Indeed, “Closer,” released in January 2015, quickly
attracted thousands of listens on Soundcloud and a
number of reviews and interviews, and was selected for
airplay on BBC Radio 6 Music.

Their latest track, “13 hours,” available for streaming on
Soundcloud and pre-order on iTunes ahead of its official
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release, proves that “Closer” was no fluke. Against soft,
sizzling percussion, vocals swim in and out of sync, voicing
disappointment and loss: “Just another nothing I thought
would last.” Paul’s gentle tenor and Iuliana’s clear soprano
draw together on the final chorus in aching precision: “The
dream is over.”
Like their first collaboration, “13 hours” wasn’t made in
conventional fashion. “I like the idea of being spontaneous
when creating,” Paul explains. He came to the recording
session with a rough piece, only the chorus melody written.
“I didn’t want Iuliana to have learned it, so she was almost
creating the verse melody on the spot.” The vocal takes
were done quickly, and Paul added additional instruments
and effects shortly afterwards in the studio. The track was
completed, start to finish, in just 13 hours, giving the piece
its name.
neutronic plans an EP release late in 2015. In the
meantime, we’ll have to be satisfied with two tastes from
this fortuitous collaboration.

Unappreciated Scholars Review Grade: A
Tracks are available on iTunes and Soundcloud. Follow
neutronic on Twitter at https://twitter.com/neutronicuk.
Visit the official website at http://www.neutronicuk.com
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